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Death Brings a Shadow
Leah Grace is almost ready for bed. But before she's off, it's up to her and her imagination to get there! Come along for the
adventure as she soars through space, makes new friends in the ocean, and almost gets buried by an avalanche.

How Do You Kill 11 Million People?
Three best-selling authors. Three possible brides. Three separate tales. They come together for an Amish wedding. Priscilla
King has dreamed of being married to Chester Lapp since she was sixteen. With the help of her sister Naomi’s matchmaking
skills, Chester proposes to Priscilla on her nineteenth birthday. As the wedding day approaches, problems emerge: an
attendant with poison ivy, a failed celery crop, and a torn wedding dress. At the same time, Priscilla’s best friend Rose is
convinced her fiancé is hiding something and she is intent on discovering the truth at any cost. Naomi remains hopeful that
she, too, will soon find her perfect match. When Chester’s cousin shows up, there’s an immediate attraction between him
and Naomi—as well as an obstacle that may just as immediately derail their blossoming love. Is God sending a message to
stop the wedding? What is certain is that the hearts of these three women will be forever transformed by this touching
Amish wedding.

Hospitality from the Heart
A compelling and powerful story about a decision one man made more than 100 years ago and the ripple effect it has had
on us individually--and nationwide--today inspires courage and wisdom in daily decisions.
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The Traveler's Gift
A New York Times Bestseller Your chance to regroup, take a breath, and begin your life again awaits in the simple wisdom
and heartwarming story of a man named Jones. Orange Beach, Alabama, is a simple town filled with simple people. But like
all humans on the planet, the good folks of Orange Beach have their share of problems—marriages teetering on the brink of
divorce, young adults giving up on life, business people on the verge of bankruptcy, as well as the many other obstacles
that life seems to dish out to the masses. Fortunately, when things look the darkest, a mysterious man named Jones has a
miraculous way of showing up. Communicating what he calls “a little perspective,” he explains that he has been given a gift
of noticing things that others miss. “Your time on this earth is a gift to be used wisely,” he says. “Don’t squander your
words or your thoughts. Consider even the simplest action you take, for your lives matter beyond measure…and they
matter forever.” The Noticer will provide you with: A better understanding of life’s challenges and proper perspective for
tackling them. Practical yet powerful methods of motivation, encouragement, and resolve for those who have been dealt
“the bad hand.” A fresh and insightful perspective on how people can change their view of the world, find strength, and
move beyond their problems. The story of Jones continues in The Noticer Returns, available now and Just Jones, releasing
September 8th, 2020.

The Noticer Returns
David Ponder is back—and this time, the fate of mankind may be in his hands. This is humanity’s last chance. Centuries of
greed, pride, and hate have sent mankind hurtling toward disaster, and far from its original purpose. There is only one
solution that can reset the compass and right the ship—and that answer is only two words. With time running out, it is up to
David Ponder and a cast of history’s best and brightest minds to uncover this solution before it is too late. The catch? They
are allowed only five tries to solve the ominous challenge. Readers first encountered David Ponder in the New York Times
bestseller The Traveler’s Gift. Now, in The Final Summit, Andrews combines a riveting narrative with astounding history in
order to show us the one thing we must do when we don’t know what to do. “Every generation or so, God produces a
person who can communicate like no one else. His words are like cool water to a thirsty civilization. Andy Andrews is one of
the best I have ever seen.” —Zig Ziglar, America’s #1 Motivator and Best-Selling author “Is it possible to mix C. S. Lewis,
Alfred Hitchcock, and Tony Robbins? The Final Summit is a unique and powerful blend of mystery and suspense and
principles and emotional fire. Wow! Bring your highlighter to this party. You’ll want to remember every word!” —Hal Sutton,
PGA Champion

The Little Things
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Being Lost is the First Step to Getting Found As a marriage and family therapist, one of Nicole Zasowski’s greatest joys is
helping her clients grow in emotional freedom. What she couldn’t see for many years is that she was living her own life
outside of that freedom, clinging to behaviors like shame, performance, and control in order to feel valued and safe. It was
only when she was confronted with her own devastating pain and loss that Nicole realized her current way of life was failing
her. She then discovered that sometimes God’s rescue looks like prying our fingers off what we think we want so that we
can receive what we truly need. And often, on the far side of pain we don’t prefer, we find transformation we would not
trade. In From Lost to Found, Nicole shares her story as she helps us name what we fear losing most, identify how our
reactive behaviors are failing us, discover what joy we can find in letting go, and move forward in the freedom God has for
us. God is writing a story of redemption in your life too. Find out for yourself that sometimes the greatest joy is found when
we are drained of all misplaced hope and shallow identities. In the midst of pain or transition, discover a surprising path to
healing as you lose your grip on comfort and control—and fall right into God’s transformative grace. Includes discussion
questions for individual reflection or small group study

Island of Saints
Did you know that what you do today can change the world forever? The Boy Who Changed the World opens with a young
Norman Borlaug playing in his family’s cornfields with his sisters. One day, Norman would grow up and use his knowledge of
agriculture to save the lives of two billion people. Two billion! Norman changed the world! Or was it Henry Wallace who
changed the world? Or maybe it was George Washington Carver? This engaging story reveals the incredible truth that
everything we do matters! Based on The Butterfly Effect, Andy’s timeless tale shows children that even the smallest of our
actions can affect all of humanity. The book is beautifully illustrated and shares the stories of Nobel Laureate Norman
Borlaug, Vice President Henry Wallace, Inventor George Washington Carver, and Farmer Moses Carver. Through the stories
of each, a different butterfly will appear. The book will end with a flourish of butterflies and a charge to the child that they,
too, can be the boy or girl who changes the world.

The Chosen
This is how it’s done. This is why it’s done this way. This is the result you can expect if you do it. These three pieces of
information inform a conclusion about every part of each of our lives. Yet it is these three pieces of information that most
often set an insidious trap—a trap that has held the imaginations of generations captive to the belief that because they are
doing the best they can do, they are accomplishing the best that can be done. And while each of these three statements
are true, not one of them is the truth. Dive deeper with bestselling author Andy Andrews as he shares his unique philosophy
regarding foundational thinking. Through his unique and captivating storytelling, Andy helps you search for the reality that
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lies beyond the boundaries established in the name of “best practices,” “industry standards,” or “the way things are done.”
For it’s at the bottom of the pool that you discover a pathway to extraordinary results that most people in your position do
not even know are possible.

The Noticer
A REFRESHINGLY SIMPLE GUIDE TO RECOVER YOUR LIFE! In Get Your Life Back, New York Times bestselling author John
Eldredge provides a practical, simple, and refreshing guide to taking your life back. By practicing a few wonderfully simple
practices—or what John calls “graces”—you can begin to recover your soul, disentangle from the tragedies of this broken
world, and discover the restorative power of beauty. Ask yourself: Are you happy most of the time? Do you feel deeply
loved? Are you excited about your future? How often do you feel lighthearted? After reading this book you will… Learn how
to insert the One Minute Pause into your day Begin practicing “benevolent detachment” and truly let it all go Offer kindness
toward yourself in the choices you make Drink in the simple beauty available to you every day Take realistic steps to
unplug from technology overload These simple practices and others are ready for the taking. You don’t need to abandon
your life to get it back. Begin restoring your life here and now. Your soul will thank you for it.

Holy Noticing
Find the time, clarity, and mental space to achieve your goals The Free-Time Formula helps you slow down time and get the
important things done. We're all overworked, stressed, and always being asked to do more, and do it better; the days aren't
getting any longer, so something has to give—don't let it be your sanity. This book provides a real-world framework for
more effective time management that helps you prioritize, focus, clarify, and go. You'll begin with a time audit to assess
your current stress, strategies, and output—and the results may shock you. From there, you'll work step-by-step toward a
new daily routine that will help you become the focused, efficient achiever you've been trying to be for so long. It's not
about cramming more into your precious 24 hours, it's about figuring out what really matters to you, and getting the most
important things done first. Every day. Never miss another big deadline, never flake on an important meeting, never be late
to an appointment again. It is possible with great planning, and this book is your personal guide. Focused on action, not
filler, this book is an excellent resource for those who want to achieve more, but do less. With a few simple changes, you'll
find the time you've been missing and put it to more productive use. Define and prioritize your personal and professional
goals and responsibilities Cut the distractions and clarify your daily objectives Adapt your workplace tools and environment
to facilitate actual work Periodically self-assess, course–correct when needed, and plan for the future Rather than rush
through another day leaving things un-done and roses un-sniffed, take a beat and a breath, and take back your day with
The Free-Time Formula.
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The Bottom of the Pool
You may serve great food. You may have a beautiful building and grounds. You may have the hippest decor. You may have
all of the newest technology wants and needs. In today's world, though, that's not enough. Because it's not just about all of
those things or whether your marketing efforts bring customers to your place of business. It's about whether your
hospitality will bring your guests back. Hospitality from the Heart-Part I is an inspiring fable featuring the likable but burnedout and misguided Jim Watts. Jim has the experience and the work ethic that industry professionals admire and believe lead
to success, but Jim still feels as if he is missing some¬thing. After finding himself and his wife at the quaint Gottschalk Inn
for an unplanned weekend, that missing piece begins to appear and he learns the invaluable lessons of customer service,
hospitality, and HEART. Hospitality from the Heart--Part II is where the lessons of the story meet the real world. It is a stepby-step guide for you to apply the principles of HEART into your organization and life. The result? Improved employee
engagement, better morale, extraordinary service, greater customer loyalty, and increased profits. And best of all? A better
place to work — for your team and for you.

Baseball, Boys, and Bad Words
From New York Times bestselling author Andy Andrews comes the return of one of our favorite fictional characters: Jones,
the noticer. A mysterious elderly man with white hair and endless wisdom who always appears to show up exactly when
he’s needed most. At 3:29 a.m. on May 22, a telephone rings in Orange Beach, Alabama. Breaking the sleepy silence inside
the bedroom of New York Times bestselling author Andy Andrews, a hastily whispered message heralds the news that Andy
has been waiting on for seven years: Jones is back in town. Apparently, however, he is also in jail. The old man is tightlipped about the circumstances surrounding his brief incarceration. After arriving to bail him out, Andy is shocked to
discover that his trusted friend has already opened an unusual business in one of the resort town’s most high-profile
shopping districts. Jones’s Five & Dime seems to always have exactly what visitors are looking for, even as their fate
steadily becomes entwined with Jones’s. As the town moves from spring to summer, a practical joker is becoming bolder
and more inventive with every prank that is pulled. Could Jones be behind some of it? Why? And what will happen if he is?
What’s the truth about that four-hundred-pound table in his Five & Dime? What compels certain people to gather around it
every morning? And why does it look as if every person Jones meets has a secret they will reveal only to him? With rare
insight, Andy and Jones take us on a journey that proves the importance of perspective, the power of connection, and the
ability we all have to make the impossible come true.

The 5 A.M. Miracle
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Have you ever wondered why we spend so much time and energy thinking about the big challenges in our lives when all the
evidence proves it’s actually the little things that change everything? That’s right… Absolutely everything. New York Times
bestselling author Andy Andrews is known for his strong storytelling and unequaled perspective on principles that empower
the human mind and spirit. The Little Things embodies his own approach to life and work, detailing for the first time some of
the exclusive material that he uses to teach and coach some of the most successful corporations, teams, and individuals
around the world. In his unique humorous style, Andy shows how people succeed by actually going against the modern
adage, “don’t sweat the small stuff”. By contrast, Andy proves that it is in concentrating on the smaller things that we add
value and margin. “In a world where so many feel powerless, wouldn’t it be great to feel in control? Then know this.
Perspective can be more important than basic answers. “I am more passionate than ever about my search to notice that
one thing . . . that one tiny thing that, when understood and harnessed, allows us to create a life of extraordinary purpose
and powerful results. It’s less about drive and will power than it is about understanding certain principles and why they work
. . . every time. Andrews provides common-sense perspective and a game plan for meeting various challenges, such as:
Managing life in a society that seems to be constantly offended by something or someone Creating change that is
permanent and not short term Dramatically increasing results by harnessing the fraction of margin between second place
and first Understanding our spiritual connection with God and how that affects planning and outcome Identifying the very
moment when asking the question why? multiplies the success of an endeavor Recognizing the smallest details that ensure
the greatest success

The Free-Time Formula
Living More Than OK Spiraling Up To Abundant Living Do you merely exist through each day? Do you ask yourself “is this all
there is to life?” Then you are just living ok and that is not the way your life is meant to be. Living More Than OK Spiraling
Up To Abundant Living takes you on a reflective journey on aspects of Positive Psychology, and other related concepts to
help you to move beyond going through the motions to thriving with purpose and enjoying life to the full. Topics that will be
considered are: • Tapping Into Your Creativity • Dream Big and Reach Your Goals • Follow Your Purpose With Passion • Aim
For Natural Highs • Thankfulness As A Lifestyle Take the risk today to begin Living More Than OK! You were created to live a
life that is flourishing and abundant! Make the right choice to begin Living More Than OK!

An Amish Wedding
Winter Kisses by Beth Wiseman Three generations of Stoltzfus women are all living under the same roof. At twenty-five,
Naomi has never been married, and both her mother, Barbara, and her grandmother, Ruth, have recently been widowed.
Each nursing broken or lonely hearts, they also each have potential suitors. When a storm on Christmas Eve forces the
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three couples to take shelter in the basement of the Stotlzfus homestead, secrets are revealed, hearts are opened, and all
three potential grooms drop to their knees for very different reasons—a proposal, a prayer, and an epiphany. The Christmas
Cat by Amy Clipston Emma Bontrager is spending her first Christmas alone after her husband of 45 years, Henry, passed
away in July. Although the Amish don’t normally allow animals in their homes, a big, fat, orange barn cat keeps coming into
Emma’s house. She shoos the cat away, but it continues to appear in her house, settling on Henry’s favorite wingchair. But
the cat isn’t the only Christmas visitor: a group of young people help bring the Christmas spirit to Emma, reminding her that
love and hope abide. Snow Angels by Kelly Irvin As a young man enjoying his rumspringa, David Byler gave his heart to an
Englisch girl, but he eventually realized he couldn’t give up his Plain faith and family for her, so he let her go. He’s found a
new love in his Bee County Plain community, Molly Shrock. Molly has been patient, waiting for the man she loves to love her
back. Just as he is ready to propose, David makes a startling discovery: Bobbie McGregor, his Englisch love, is back. Will
Molly’s prayers for a Christmas love be answered? Home for Christmas by Ruth Reid When a misdirected GPS sends Ellie
Whetstone to the wrong address, she inadvertently finds herself breaking into the home of Amish man, Ezra Mast. Ellie
hopes to fix up the house left by her aenti and sell it quickly, but a series of run-ins with Ezra and his young daughter have
her questioning whether a hasty sale is the right move. Could this new place with its slower pace be the right home for
Ellie?

The Lost Choice
THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO SUPERCHARGING YOUR PRODUCTIVITY, DEMOLISHING YOUR TO-DO LIST, AND MAKING TIME FOR
YOUR PASSION PROJECTS The 5 AM Miracle offers you a plan to focus on what matters most, and get more done. It shows
how to reap the incredible benefits of early rising, from demolishing your to-do list to making time for your passion projects.
With its 7-step system, this easy-to-follow guide teaches you how to systematically create a healthy, balanced lifestyle and
achieve your grandest goals. Packed with tips, tricks and proven strategies for success, The 5 AM Miracle explains how and
why you should: • Create an evening boundary for work • Plan tomorrow on paper tonight • Boost energy all day • Drink 1
liter of water and a green smoothie every morning • Organize annual goals in 3-month chunks • Use a task manager to
track projects

Leah Grace
"Kemiskinan. Pernikahan yang gagal. Usia senja. Mimpi yang hilang. Bisnis yang gagal. Masa depan yang tak pasti. Bagi
penduduk Orange Beach, Alabama, berbagai keputusasaan itu menjadi jalan buntu, tempat tandus tanpa harapan, tanpa
kemungkinan akan perubahan. Namun, bagi seorang gelandangan tua bernama Jones yang mempunyai berkah melihat apa
yang orang lain lewatkan, tak ada yang namanya jalan buntu. Hanya diperlukan sedikit ""perspektif"", begitu katanya,
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untuk mengenali keajaiban dalam setiap momen kita, benih kebesaran yang diselipkan ke dalam perjuangan kita. "Aku
menganggap kau berada tepat di mana kau seharusnya berada. Bagimu ini mungkin terlihat seperti pasir tandus, tapi
kenyataan tidak bisa ditutupi. Kukatakan padamu bahwa, saat kau merebahkan kepalamu malam ini, kau tidur di tanah
yang subur. Berpikirlah. Belajarlah. Berdoalah. Buatlah rencana. Bermimpilah. Karena sebentar lagi kau akan menjadi."
Mencakup Panduan Pembaca. "Ini buku terbaik yang pernah saya baca seumur hidup." Nancy Lopez, LPGA Hall of Fame"

Tales from Sawyerton Springs
The enchanting town of Sawyerton Springs does exist. New York Times best-selling author Andy Andrews has found it in the
hearts of those who long to take a deep breath, relax, and take the time to find the humor and meaning in everyday life.
There's a little bit of this small town in all of us - a place apart, ''behind the times,'' inhabited by a cast of characters we
seem to have known for years. The sounds, smells, colors, and textures of Sawyerton Springs are within you - an instinctive,
almost mystical longing for a simpler time. In Sawyerton Springs, everyday occurrences are assigned a calm purpose. The
town has no lawyers - it doesn't need any. The local paper comes out weekly, and everyone already knows what it says.
Email, the Internet, computers, faxes, cell phones, microwaves, cappuccinos, call waiting, and caller ID don't exist here. The
town has no traffic lights - there aren't enough cars to warrant any. This is a story that reflects upon the seemingly ordinary
parts of our everyday lives - and how they are actually extraordinary parts of something much greater. Savor the time you
spend in Sawyerton Springs. You might just find another hometown you want to claim as your own!

Return to Sawyerton Springs
The epic story of the vastly outnumbered platoon that stopped Germany's leading assault in the Ardennes forest and
prevented Hitler's most fearsome tanks from overtaking American positions On the morning of December 16, 1944,
eighteen men of the Intelligence and Reconnaissance platoon attached to the 99th Infantry Division found themselves
directly in the path of the main thrust of Hitler's massive Ardennes offensive. Despite being vastly outnumbered, they were
told to hold their position "at all costs." Throughout the day, the platoon repulsed three large German assaults in a fierce
day-long battle, killing hundreds of German soldiers. Only when they had run out of ammunition did they surrender to the
enemy. But their long winter was just beginning. As POWs, the platoon experienced an ordeal far worse than combatsurviving in wretched German POW camps. Yet miraculously the men of the platoon survived--all of them--and returned
home after the war. More than thirty years later, when President Carter recognized the platoon's "extraordinary heroism"
and the U.S. Army approved combat medals for all eighteen men, they became America's most decorated platoon of World
War II. With the same vivid and dramatic prose that made The Bedford Boys a national bestseller, Alex Kershaw brings to
life the story of these little-known heroes--an epic tale of courage, duty, and survival in World War II and one of the most
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inspiring episodes in American history. The Longest Winter is an intensely human story about young men who find
themselves in frightening wartime situations, who fight back instinctively, survive stoically, and live heroically.

The Longest Winter
While digging up a withering wax myrtle tree beside his waterfront home on the Gulf coast, author Andy Andrews unearths
a rusted metal container filled with Nazi artifacts and begins an intriguing investigation that unlocks an unspoken past that
took place in his backyard . . . literally . . . . . . In the summer of 1942, as the country gears up for a full-scale commitment
to WWII, German subs are dispatched to the Gulf of Mexico to sink U.S. vessels carrying goods and fuel for the war. While
taking a late-night walk along the coastline, Helen Mason-recently widowed by the realities of war-discovers the nearlifeless body of a German sailor. Enraged at the site of Josef Landermann's uniform, Helen is prepared to leave the
lieutenant to die when an unusual phrase, faintly uttered, changes her mind. Set in a period simmering with anger and
suspicion, Island of Saints offers the very real chronicle of a small town preparing itself for the worst the world has to offer.
As cargo from torpedoed ships begins to wash up on the beach, Josef and Helen must reconcile their pasts in order to create
a future. Blending his unique style of historical accuracy with unparalleled storytelling, New York Times best-selling author
Andy Andrews offers a tale of war, faith, and forgiveness-illuminating the one principle that frees the human spirit.

Get Your Life Back
Encounter Jesus the way his followers did. Every follower of Jesus in the Gospels had a not-so-great “before”: A brash
fisherman. A pious religious leader. A demon-possessed woman. A thieving tax collector. Christ’s love saw beyond their
brokenness and forgave. Jesus revolutionized the lives of those who followed Him. And He’s still doing it today. Each of the
forty devotions in The Chosen contains a Scripture, a unique look into a Gospel story, suggestions for prayer, and questions
that lead you further in your relationship with Christ. See Jesus through the eyes of those who knew him best, and explore
the backstories of people like Mary Magdalene, Peter, Matthew, Nicodemus, and more. It’s hard to relate to the sinless Son
of God, but we can all identify with the sinners. You too can be transformed: Jesus sees past your "before" to the person He
is creating you to be.

Just Jones
. A work of both scholarship and imagination. The Lost Choice is a legend of personal discovery—a reminder of the
opportunities we each are given. When a young boy finds a mysterious object in the creek near his home, it starts a series
of events that could change the world—again. Many search for the ancient relic's secret, but few find its truer purpose.
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What choices will each make—or lose?

The Perfect Moment
Does your life ever feel like one series of rushed moments after another? Do you want to feel more present and connected
to those you love? Do you want to be able to listen without thinking the whole time of what you’re going to say next? Do
you want to feel less distracted, less busy, and more whole? Most of us spend our distracted lives longing to get to the next,
better moment and fail to notice the present one. We lack space between one task and the next, one thought and the next,
one email and the next. Social media, TV, work deadlines, and family stress steal our enjoyment and engagement in the
moment. Holy Noticing will teach you how to: become more aware of your thoughts, emotions, and environment recognize
Christ’s presence in the moment reduce your stress by developing the ability to focus on God and people rather than tasks
Many today think mindfulness is dangerous, unchristian, or associated with Eastern religions—and often it is! But Dr.
Charles Stone reveals that the art of holy noticing—purposefully paying attention to God as he works in us, our
relationships, and our world—is a spiritual discipline Christians have practiced for millennia. Holy Noticing explores the
historically Christian and biblical roots of this lifestyle, as well as Dr. Stone’s BREATHe model, which teaches you to be more
engaged with Christ in the everyday moments that too often slip right by us. Discover the lost spiritual discipline of holy
noticing today and learn to engage the world like Christ.

Socks for Christmas
Fourteen black-and-white drawings, each accompanied by a title and a caption, entice readers to make up his or her own
story.

The Noticer - Sang Pencipta Keajaiban
Perspective is a powerful thing. Andy Andrews has spent the past five years doing a double take at every white-haired old
man he sees, hoping to have just one more conversation with the person to whom he owes his life. Through a chance
encounter at a local bookstore, Andy is reunited with the man who changed everything for him – Jones, also known as “The
Noticer.” As the story unfolds, Jones uses his unique talent of noticing little things that make a big difference. And these
“little things” grant the people of Fairhope, Alabama, a life-changing gift - perspective. Along the way, families will be
united, financial opportunities will be created, and readers will be left with powerfully simple solutions to the everyday
problems we all face. Through the lens of a parenting class at the Grand Hotel in Point Clear, Alabama, Jones guides a
seemingly random group to ask specific questions inspired by his curious advice that “You can’t believe everything you
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think.” Those questions lead to answers for which people have been searching for centuries: How do we begin to change
the culture in which we live? What is the key to creating a life of success and value? What if what we think is the endis only
the beginning? What starts as a story of one person's everyday reality unfolds into the extraordinary principles available to
anyone looking to create the life for which they were intended.

The Boy Who Changed the World
*Coming Soon the Continuation of David Ponder’s Story in The Traveler’s Summit* What makes the difference between
failure and success? A New York Times, Wall Street Journal, USA Today, and Publisher’s Weekly bestseller, The Traveler’s
Gift offered a modern-day parable of one man’s choices. Only a few months ago, David Ponder was a successful executive.
Now he’s a desperate man. In times of great uncertainty, we need divine wisdom. Many of the greatest minds in history
overcame personal struggles and adversity, and they emerged the stronger for it. What guidance would iconic heroes, such
as Abraham Lincoln, King Solomon, and Anne Frank, give us today in our ever-changing climate of world events? Join David
Ponder in The Traveler’s Summit on his incredible journey to discover the Seven Decisions for Success that can turn any life
around, no matter how hopeless a situation may seem. The Traveler’s Gift became required reading for some of America’s
high schools and a “life skills” tool for members of several college sports teams as well as some MLB and NFL franchises.
Discover with David Ponder that attitude makes the difference between success and failure.

Sir Dalton and the Shadow Heart
After a career working with rare books at the Boston Public Library, Addie Greyborne is back in her seaside New England
hometown—where unfortunately, murder is not so rare . . . Gossip columnists love a bold-faced name—but “Miss Newsy” at
Greyborne Harbor’s local paper seems to specialize in bald-faced lies. She’s pointed a finger of suspicion at Addie after
librarian June Winslow never makes it home from a book club meeting. And when June’s found at the bottom of a steep
flight of stairs, Addie’s not only dealing with a busybody, but a dead body. It’s a good thing the guy she’s dating is the
police chief. But both the case and her love life get more complicated when a lanky blonde reporter from Los Angeles shows
up. She’s trying her hardest to drive a wedge between the couple . . . as if Addie doesn’t have enough problems dealing
with angry townspeople. Despite all the rumors, Addie doesn’t know a thing about the murder—but she plans to find out.
And the key may lie in a book about pirate legends that June published. Now she just has to hunt down the clues before she
becomes a buried treasure herself . . .

The Christmas Table
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Baseball, Boys, and Bad Words reveals the hilarity and magic of Little League baseball. Often called “the funniest tale ever
told,” this story will have you laughing until you cry, while warming your soul, reminding you of childhood and a simpler
time. In 1970, eleven-year-old Andy Andrews and a group of friends began a Little League season they would never forget.
All the usual ingredients were there—well-worn gloves, freshly cut grass, and new uniforms. But the addition of a coach who
was “new to the area” is what made this season truly unforgettable for young Andy. Baseball fans and both current and
former Little Leaguers will love the funny story, the age-old baseball wisdom quoted from some of the game’s greatest
players, and the vintage baseball photography.

The Traveler's Summit
Become an informed, passionate citizen who demands honesty and integrity from our leaders or suffer the consequences of
our own ignorance and apathy. In this updated and expanded New York Times bestselling nonpartisan book, Andy Andrews
urges you to believe that seeking and discerning the truth really, really matters and that believing lies is the most
dangerous thing you can do. You’ll be challenged to become a more “careful student” of the past, seeking accurate, factual
accounts of events and decisions that illuminate choices you face now. By considering how the Nazi German regime was
able to carry out over eleven million institutional killings between 1933 and 1945, Andrews advocates for an informed
population that demands honesty and integrity from its leaders and from each other. He includes several key documents
written by our Founding Fathers as examples of America’s core principles that present and future leadership should live up
to and embrace. We can no longer measure a leader’s worth by the yardsticks provided by the left or the right. Instead, we
must use an unchanging standard: the pure, unvarnished truth.

From Lost to Found
This touching, funny, heartwarming and true story will become an instant Christmas Classic. In the late sixties, New York
Times bestselling author Andy Andrews thought he was having a very good Christmas. He got the Incredible Edible Machine
and the G.I. Joe he asked for. He even got a white belt. He also got socks from his Aunt Jane--unarguably a very lousy
Christmas gift. How could he know that those lousy socks would change Christmas and him forever. Includes a CD with the
author's performance of Socks.

My Name Is Tani . . . and I Believe in Miracles
Before David Ponder ever visited Truman in The Traveler's Gift, Michael Holder began his journey as the last young traveler
to receive the unique gifts of wisdom offered by historical greats. In his senior year of high school, Michael hits rock bottom.
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Having been caught in the wrong place at the wrong time, he has now been suspended from the track team and lost his
college scholarship. His coach is angry, his parents are disappointed, and he's diving headfirst into a downward spiral.
Facing the bleak future ahead, he sees no way out and wonders if life is really worth living. But with some divine
intervention, he's given a second chance when he's offered a once-in-a-lifetime journey of discovery. Rewritten to engage
the minds of teens and tweens, The Young Traveler's Gift is sure to encourage and enlighten young men and women as
they prepare to face the journeys that lie ahead.

The Final Summit
While on a mission, Sir Dalton is captured by an evil Shadow Warrior, but even though he is bruised and beaten, he refuses
to submit to his captor and initiates a daring escape that could lead to his death.

Do It Anyway
Dr. Kent Keith published the Paradoxical Commandments as part of a book he wrote for student leaders in the 1960s when
he was an undergraduate at Harvard. These maxims for finding meaning in the face of adversity took on a life of their own,
making their way into countless speeches, advice columns, books, institutions, and homes around the world. They were
even found on the wall of Mother Teresa’s children’s home in Calcutta. They became the basis of Keith’s bestselling book
Anyway: The Paradoxical Commandments. Do It Anyway expands on the vision behind the Paradoxical Commandments. It
includes forty stories of people who live the commandments each day and gives you the examples, tools, and
encouragement to find personal meaning and deep happiness, no matter who you are or what your circumstances, even
when times are tough.

An Amish Christmas Love
Christ commanded the church to make disciples, to produce people who love and obey God, bear fruit, and live with joy.
The crisis at the heart of the church is that we often pay lip service to making disciples, but we seldom put much effort
behind doing it. For the pastor who is ready to put words into action, The Disciple-Making Pastor offers the inspiration and
practical know-how to do so. Bill Hull shows pastors the obstacles they will face, what disciples really look like, the pastor's
role in producing them, and the practices that lead to positive change. He also offers a six-step coaching process to help
new disciples grow in commitment and obedience and practical ideas to integrate disciple making into the fabric of the
church.
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The Mysteries of Harris Burdick
A true story of sacrificing everything for family, living with nothing but hope, then sharing generously all they received to
discover the greatest riches of all. Tani Adewumi didn’t know what Boko Haram was or why they had threatened his family.
All he knew was that when his parents told the family was going to America, Tani thought it was the start of a great
adventure rather than an escape. In truth, his family’s journey to the United States was nothing short of miraculous—and
the miracles were just beginning. Tani’s father, Kayode, became a dishwasher and Uber driver while Tani’s mother,
Oluwatoyin, cleaned buildings, while the family lived in a homeless shelter. Eight-year-old Tani jumped into his new life with
courage and perseverance—and an unusual mind for chess. After joining the chess club in his public school, Tani practiced
his game for hours in the evenings at the shelter. And less than a year after he learned to play, Tani won the New York
State chess championship. A young boy with an aptitude for chess? Absolutely. But if you ask Tani Adewumi, he will tell you
he believes in miracles and one happened to him and his family. This story will inspire, delight, and challenge you to
believe, too.

Prologue to Murder
From Donna VanLiere, the New York Times bestselling author of The Christmas Hope series comes another heartwarming,
inspirational story for the holidays, The Christmas Table. In June 1972, John Creighton determines to build his wife Joan a
kitchen table. His largest project to date had been picture frames but he promises to have the table ready for Thanksgiving
dinner. Inspired to put something delicious on the table, Joan turns to her mother’s recipes she had given to Joan when she
and John married. In June 2012, Lauren Mabrey discovers she’s pregnant. Gloria, Miriam, and the rest of her friends at
Glory’s Place begin to pitch in, helping Lauren prepare their home for the baby. On a visit to the local furniture builder,
Lauren finds a table that he bought at a garage sale but has recently refinished. Once home, a drawer is discovered under
the table which contains a stack of recipe cards. Growing up in one foster home after another, Lauren never learned to cook
and is fascinated as she reads through the cards. Personal notes have been written on each one from the mother to her
daughter and time and again Lauren wonders where they lived, when they lived, and in a strange way, she feels connected
to this mother and her daughter and wants to make the mother proud. The story continues to from 1972 to 2012 as Joan
battles breast cancer and Lauren learns to cook, preparing for the baby’s arrival. As Christmas nears, can Lauren unlock the
mystery of the table, and find the peace she's always longed for?

The Young Traveler's Gift
Investigators Prudence MacKenzie and ex-Pinkerton Geoffrey Hunter discover all that glitters is not gold in the Gilded Age,
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whether on the island of Manhattan or an island off the coast of Georgia DEATH BRINGS A SHADOW In spring 1889,
Prudence and Geoffrey set sail from New York Harbor on a private yacht bound for Bradford Island, where her friend Eleanor
Dickson is to be wed. The Sea Islands along the Georgia coast serve as a winter playground for the likes of the Carnegies,
Rockefellers, Vanderbilts, and Dicksons. Despite her Yankee pedigree, Eleanor is marrying a Southern gentleman, Teddy
Bennett, and Prudence is thrilled to be the maid of honor. But days before the wedding, the bride is nowhere to be found. A
frantic search of the island turns up her drowned corpse in an alligator-infested swamp. Prudence is devastated, but as they
prepare the body for burial, she and Geoffrey discover evidence of bruising that indicates Eleanor was held under--most
dishonorably murdered. Determined to seek justice for her beloved friend, Prudence begins to investigate with Geoffrey's
help and is quickly led into a morass of voodoo spells and dark deeds from the days of slavery. As Prudence and Geoffrey
pursue a killer, they soon discover that Eleanor will not be the last to die on Bradford Island

Living More Than OK
"A collection of 27 of the best stories that Andy [Andrews] wrote for Country America magazine" -- Cover.

The Butterfly Effect
David Ponder is back?and this time, the fate of mankind may be in his hands. With New Bonus Content. This is humanity’s
last chance. Centuries of greed, pride, and hate have sent humankind hurtling toward disaster, far from our original
purpose. There is only one solution that can reset the compass and right the ship, and that answer is only two words. With
time running out, it’s up to David Ponder and a cast of history’s best and brightest minds to uncover this solution before it is
too late. The catch? They are allowed only five tries to solve the ominous challenge. Readers first encountered David
Ponder in the New York Times bestseller The Traveler’s Gift. Now, in The Traveler’s Summit, Andrews combines a riveting
narrative with astounding history to show us the one thing we must do when we don’t know what to do. Released in a
previous edition as The Final Summit. “Every generation or so, God produces a person who can communicate like no one
else. His words are like cool water to a thirsty civilization. Andy Andrews is one of the best I have ever seen.” Zig Ziglar,
America’s #1 Motivator and Best-Selling Author

The Disciple-Making Pastor
Ultimately, the direction of your life is up to one person: you. No matter our circumstances, we each can experience a
“perfect moment” every week: a moment we realize that something is the best it could possibly be. But how many of these
moments do we let pass by without a second thought? According to bestselling author Andy Andrews, the key to cultivating
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the perfect moment is all about perspective—and you can create these events in your life by taking small steps toward
intentional living each day. Part poignant narrative, part interactive learning tool,The Perfect Moment shows you how to
become grateful for the little things you have overlooked for too long so that you'll never miss another perfect moment
again!
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